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JUDICIAL RESISTANCE TO NEW YORK’S 2020 CRIMINAL LEGAL REFORMS

I. INTRODUCTION

The past ten years have seen a blizzard of calls for criminal justice reform, and a steady march of legislation passed in response to those calls.1 Misdemeanors and pretrial detention have received particular attention.2 Scholars argue that the use of cash bail and
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pretrial detention prejudice defendants unfairly, increasing recidivism, damaging the ability to prepare for trial, causing job loss, and risking their health, all while disparately impacting poor and minoritized populations.3

In response, states are reconsidering bail and pretrial detention.4 Several have restricted the use of cash bail, and one has entirely eliminated it, moving to a system of release or detention with no option for financial surety.5 Data suggests these reforms do not


5Garrett, supra note 3, at 881–82, 911–12; Scott-Hayward & Fradella, supra note 4, at 864–68; see also, e.g., 725 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/110-1.5 (2021).
negatively impact public safety. Yet, some other states have suggested the use of bail should be increased, apparently in response to the wave of calls for legislation reducing the use of pretrial detention.

The backlash to bail reform is an echo of the backlash experienced in other areas of criminal justice reform. Therefore, as bail practices are in flux across the country, bail reform provides a useful area to focus on in order to examine the interaction of reform and backlash—of legal change and resistance to that change. In Judicial Resistance to New York’s 2020 Legal Reforms, Angelo Petrigh, Director of Training at the Bronx Defenders, gives us a window into the challenges that face efforts at criminal justice reform. Petrigh offers vital insight into the murky details of lower court decisions. But his own position is on display as well, as he skims over relevant details that add context to the rulings he describes. His article is recounted and discussed below.

II. Judicial Resistance to New York’s 2020 Legal Reforms

Petrigh begins by introducing the reader to New York’s criminal
justice reforms that came into effect in January of 2020.\textsuperscript{12} New York’s reforms included bail reform but also, importantly, created massive changes for criminal procedure by altering prosecutors’ discovery obligations.\textsuperscript{13} The question of New York’s discovery practices has received a great deal of attention in New York,\textsuperscript{14} but nowhere near the type of national attention that has been devoted to bail and pretrial detention issues.\textsuperscript{15} As Petrigh notes, “The reforms included long-discussed changes to New York’s criminal legal system and language that had been proposed by collaborative task forces and debated in iterations of other bills.”\textsuperscript{16} These reforms responded to criticisms that prosecutors in New York could easily wait to provide important discovery materials until “the eve of trial” or even after the trial had begun.\textsuperscript{17} Delays in discovery forced defendants to consider plea bargains without knowing the strength of the case against them.\textsuperscript{18}

Instead, the reforms required prosecutors to complete discovery before answering ready for trial, meaning that the prosecutors would continue to use up their limited speedy trial time until they had

\textsuperscript{12}Petrigh, supra note 10, at 111.

\textsuperscript{13}Petrigh, supra note 10, at 111.


\textsuperscript{15}See, e.g., sources cited supra notes 2 and 3.


\textsuperscript{17}Petrigh, supra note 10, at 111.

provided all materials to defense. 19 Although Petrigh barely mentions it, the reforms also specified multiple items of discovery that had to be provided to defense, broadening discovery requirements in the hopes that prosecutors would be pressured to abandon weaker cases more quickly. 20 In addition to these reforms, New York reformed its bail procedures to eradicate the use of monetary bail for a broad category of offenses and restricted the use of monetary bail in circumstances were individuals “were re-arrested or violated other conditions of release.” 21

The reforms passed surprisingly easily, as part of a budget bill. 22 They were the result of a very particular moment in New York history: a combination of years of criticism; 23 particular press attention to tragedies such as the suicide of 22-year-old Kalief Browder after three years of pretrial incarceration (including 700 days of solitary confinement) over a charge (that was ultimately dropped) of stealing a bookbag at sixteen years old; 24 strong cooperation between criminal justice reform groups, community groups, and defense organizations; 25 and an almost unheard of Democratic majority in the state legislature in the wake of the 2018 elections. 26 In fact, legislators attempting to fix these issues in New York’s discovery laws had “introduced bills more than a dozen times in the last 40 years, but the district attorneys association . . . always blocked the effort.” 27 Browder’s case, and subsequent suicide, brought renewed

19 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 111–12.
21 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 111.
22 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 112.
26 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 121.
27 Schwartzapfel, supra note 18; see also Petrigh, supra note 10, at 121.
momentum. After the reforms passed, however, backlash came swiftly, and the reforms were soon diluted.

Petrigh describes judges’ responses as a story of an obstructionist judiciary, intent on maintaining its own control of the system, protected by the slow nature of criminal justice oversight and public backlash to reform. He locates his examination of judicial pushback in the scholarship of organizational culture, in particular the ability of low-level members of an organization to thwart reforms by manipulating “the mundane details of implementation.” He outlines the aspects of New York’s judiciary that make it a culture that is unlikely to support reforms—due to the fact that judges in New York are elected, they are highly sensitive to bad press, and bad press often accompanies “going easy” on criminals. Additionally, the reforms specifically targeted judicial discretion, thereby directly attacking judicial powers and authority. The judiciary, therefore, was highly motivated to thwart the intended reforms.

---

28 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 120, 122.
30 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 130–31.
31 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 112, 115.
32 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 131–33.
33 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 117, 125.
34 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 130–31.
37 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 125, 127, 130 (“[A]rticles . . . continued to name judges who released individuals, and the ambiguity of the law, combined with a lack of clarity regarding who was ultimately responsible for its enforcement, left judges feeling exposed to political and media-driven pressure.”).
38 Petrigh, supra note 10, at 132–33; Petrigh, supra note 9, at 146 (“The Chief Administrative Judge of the Bronx at the time . . . said[, t]he scope of removal of
Petrigh offers several examples of the ways the judiciary challenged the original intent of the reform package. First, some judges made statements in opposition to bail reforms, calling them "stupid" and "against all common sense and wisdom." Another judge determined the reforms were unconstitutional, and refused to abide by them. Other judges avoided the requirements of the reforms by increasing the amount required in bail-eligible cases; while bail reform required judges to allow for partially secured bail (as opposed to insurance company bail bonds or full cash bail), judges setting bail required higher bail amounts when allowing partial security, thereby negating the effect of partially securing the bail amount. Overall, Petrigh notes, average bail amounts increased 50% between 2019 and 2020.

Judges also refused to follow the recommendations of New York’s pretrial release assessment tool. The tool has been found to be 90% accurate in determining whether a defendant will return to court, yet judges followed the recommendations of the tool only 44% of the time, and even less often once “[a] nationwide increase in gun violence and a backlog . . . due to the COVID-19 pandemic led to a ‘backslide.’”

Petrigh further notes official obstruction by New York City’s Office of Court Administration [hereinafter “OCA”]. The reform statute specifically and explicitly requires that people “arrested on a new case . . . be released pending a hearing on the re-arrest unless the new case was a violent felony.” These hearings “are not summary proceedings” but must include “presentation of evidence . . . live witnesses, cross examination, and more than a summary finding of judicial discretion on bail matters in this reform package is breathtaking.’ He urged then-Governor Cuomo and legislators to ‘reform the reform.’”).
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46Petrigh, supra note 10, at 142. It should be noted, however, that pretrial assessment tools can be highly problematic for a host of reasons, not the least of which is that their opaque (and sometimes proprietary) algorithms incorporate data tinged by racial biases that, in turn, leads to even more racially disparities in pretrial decision-making. See generally Scott-Hayward & Fradella, supra note 2, at 77–128 (critiquing risk assessments); Scott-Hayward & Fradella, supra note 4, at 111–15 (calling for risk assessments to be “jettison[ed]”).
probable cause.\textsuperscript{49} In response, OCA circulated a memo creating a new procedure, whereby “whenever someone with an open case comes through arraignments for a new arrest, the person’s old case is advanced to the arraignment stage. The arraignment judge then issues a bench warrant for the client on the old case, even though the client is standing before the court.”\textsuperscript{50} Through this procedure, the person can be detained on the bench warrant for the old case, bypassing the need for a separate hearing before the individual is detained.\textsuperscript{51}

Finally, Petrigh describes the judiciary’s refusal to enforce New York’s new discovery requirements.\textsuperscript{52} He notes cases where judges have ignored the statute’s requirement that defense attorneys be allowed an adjournment to review late discovery materials, and have the option to accept a plea before it can be withdrawn.\textsuperscript{53} Additionally, he states that judges have “refused to ‘charge’ speedy trial time until discovery is complete,” instead allowing prosecutors to stop the speedy trial clock by answering ready for trial when they have “attempted due diligence” or if they have good cause.\textsuperscript{54} This decision was insulated by the slow nature of judicial review, twice determined to be “not ripe for review” and then rendered moot when the defendant’s pretrial detention ended (an example of the way slow oversight mechanisms in the courts facilitate judicial resistance).\textsuperscript{55} Judges also ruled that challenges to discovery must be filed in writing, creating a catch-22 where the speedy trial clock stops running once defense attorneys challenge prosecutors’ compliance with discovery obligations, thereby giving up the very sanction they seek.\textsuperscript{56}

As solutions to these issues, Petrigh recommends that New York allow for expedited interlocutory appeals of bail and discovery determinations.\textsuperscript{57} Additionally, he recommends that New York begin officially tracking judicial compliance with bail reforms.\textsuperscript{58} He recommends further limiting judicial discretion on bail determinations and
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using the tools available in New York (judicial oversight from state-level leadership) to enforce the intent of reforms.  

III. Discussion

Petrigh’s article offers an important contribution to examinations of the successes and failures of criminal justice reform. As Petrigh states, so often these reforms stand or fall on the mundane details of implementation, and this is even more true in heavily discretionary areas and areas like bail and discovery that are inherently fact specific and difficult to generalize. It is rare that scholars or practitioners analyze these debates at the level of implementation rather than remote averages.

One of the most interesting questions to come out of Petrigh’s work is comparative. New York and New Jersey both passed strong bail reform statutes over a relatively short time period; the New York reforms passed in 2019, while New Jersey’s were in 2017. But the New Jersey judges’ bail recommendations remained much closer to those recommended by their pretrial release assessment tool, even though the two tools are similar in their accuracy rates. Petrigh points out that New Jersey’s judiciary might have been more involved in the reforms than New York’s was, although New York’s judiciary was well aware of the issue and was somewhat involved in the reform process.

But at the same time, Petrigh seemingly misses important details. There are few available cases, but in the cases he relies on he neglects to note the clear reliance of judges on the fact that Petrigh’s favored solution to discovery challenges—charging prosecutors speedy trial time when it becomes clear that they failed to disclose some existing evidence that they did not have or know about earlier—would create a perverse incentive to hide evidence when it is found late. He fails to mention that another case involved a defendant who had been sanctioned multiple times in multiple jurisdictions for failure to appear in court (leading to the judge in that case determining that the only thing that could ensure the defendant’s appearance would be more burdensome than cash bail, unless a cash bail option was given). Additionally, writing so close to the passage of these reforms, several of the available cases began
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59 Petrich, supra note 10, at 163–73.
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prior to the reforms, which affects judicial views as they confront prosecutors’ overwhelm at new discovery obligations and the need to genuinely discover for themselves newly required evidence that they do not have in their own possession.\textsuperscript{66}

In the wake of these reforms, some of the first resistance to the reforms came from law enforcement and prosecutors who complained that they did not have sufficient resources to gather all the new discovery necessary to be turned over within the time frame of the statute.\textsuperscript{67} The New York State Conference of Mayors stated they would have to hire staff to respond to the discovery requirements of the new law, and reports soon came in that prosecutors in New York were largely leaving their jobs in response to the overwhelming amount of paperwork now required.\textsuperscript{68} It was in response to these and other considerations that New York’s reforms were partially rolled back.\textsuperscript{69}

And of course, the backlash to New York’s reforms was not solely in the judiciary and did not occur in a vacuum. New York’s reforms went into effect mere months before the COVID-19 pandemic swept across the country.\textsuperscript{70} Prosecutors and judges faced these new requirements as conditions in jails deteriorated and as it became harder to find police officers, forensics technicians, and other relevant witnesses in their offices, and as the nation as a whole panicked. At the same time, a staggering increase in violent crime made judges an easy target for the type of negative press Petrigh describes (although studies agree the increase was not influenced by bail reforms).\textsuperscript{71}

Petrigh’s description offers significant help in identifying the areas

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{66}People v. Askin, 68 Misc. 3d 372, 124 N.Y.S.3d 133 (County Ct. 2020).
  \item \textsuperscript{68}Lustbader, supra note 29; see also Jonah E. Bromwich, Why Hundreds of NYC Prosecutors Are Leaving Their Jobs, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 3, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/03/nyregion/nyc-prosecutors-jobs.html [https://perma.cc/K5Q2-GHNJ].
  \item \textsuperscript{70}N.Y.S. DIV. OF CRIM. JUS. SERVS., NYSDCJS, 2020 DISCOVERY, supra note 67, at 2.
where reforms are sidetracked, and the way that undermining occurs. But did judicial resistance in New York truly undermine the reforms, or was it part of the back and forth that constitutes legislative development and compromise? As the reforms are still standing, perhaps we should accept them as a win for reformers, rather than goading the judiciary further into an adversarial stance.

Wu & McDowall, supra note 6 (reporting that New York’s bail reform law had a negligible effect on crime).